Installing Enviroclad Decorative Cladding:
 Ensure walls are clean & dry. Remove loose tiles,
loose paper, and flaking paint.
 Ensure shower tray/bath is fully installed.
Remove/loosen fittings from walls. (Shower fittings,
soap holders, etc.).
 Seal bath trim (if using} into position. (Fig.1)
 Fit bottom Starter trim onto Bath seal using
Silicone 799 (Fig.2)
 Fill bottom Starter trim with Silicone 799 (Fig.2)

Fig.1

 At a corner:
Option 1: fit Internal Corner Profile (fig.3)
Option 2: butt join planks in the corner and seal
wit h silicone 799 (fig 4.)
Option 3: apply bead of silicone799 (Figs .5.).
 Cut first plank to length - less 7mm, to allow fitting
into top and bottom Starter trims {also allows for
expansion).
 Apply adhesive to reverse of plank - horizontal strips to
width of plank, approx. every 400mm.
 Fit plank in position & press firmly onto wall.

Fig.2

 If cladding shower/over bath, seal lip of each plank with
silicone before fitting the next to ensure watertight
seal (Fig.6)
 Cut top Starter trim to length and place in position.

Fig.3
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 External Corner profiles are available for use on corners
if required. (Around door, window etc.)
 When fitting cladding to a shower, Starter trim can be
used as a stop bead at shower door or to finish edge of
the final plank.
 Ensure adhesive and sealant are cleaned from face of
cladding before they set.
 Cladding can be fitted behind radiators but is not
suitable for use with a direct heat source, e.g. solid
fuel cookers {heat greater than 60°C). A stainless steel
panel should be fitted behind cookers/ hobs.

Fig.4

 Please refer to the current brochure for full product
details.
 Recessed Lighting: Please note that only PL or CL type
low energy down lighters are suitable for use with
Enviroclad ceiling panels
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